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About me – Dany Jones

• 17 + years of experience in building Information Technology Solutions including Spatial Data solutions at The World Bank Group (WBG).

• Leads the Information Technology Solutions (ITS) Geospatial Team, which includes the GeoLAB.

• Masters in Computer Science from University of Madras, India.

• Former Information Systems faculty at Xavier Institute of Management & Entrepreneurship (XIME), Bangalore.
Analysis using ArcGIS Enterprise or GeoWB


GeoWB for Data Collaboration

Welcome to GeoWB: a spatial data platform managed by ITF that enables data sharing and map visualization. Users can quickly access spatial data for projects and create their own custom groups to collaborate with team members. Click a region or the global link to start viewing and downloading data.

Featured Maps and Apps

- Landscape 2012
- Mozambique Sustainability Atlas
- Sentinel2

Make a Map

Create a map that can be viewed in a browser, desktop or mobile device. Share it on a blog, via email, or embed it in a website.